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Let G be a graph with chromatic number x(G) and let t(tG) be the minimum number of 
vertices in any color class among all x(G)-vertex colorings of G. Let H’ be a connected graph 
and iet Ii be a graph obtained by subdividing (adding extra vertices toj a fixed edge of I-I’. ii is 
proved that if the order of H is sufficiently large, the ith Ramsey number ri(G, H) equals 
[((x(G)-- l)(iHI- l)+ t(G)- WI+ 1. 
In this paper, all graphs considered will be simple (no loops or multiple edges), 
undirected and finite. If G is a graph, V(G) will denote its vertex set, E(G) its 
edge set, uz) the edge with endpoints u and U, and we adopt the convention that 
\WG)I = \GI. A s usual, K, will denote a complete graph on n- vertices, P,, 8 path 
on n vertices, C,, a cycle on n vertices, K(n,, . . . , nk)i a complete k-partite graph 
W&h W%97rtc nf P&P* H WILL1 pa1 co WI b3Icb “1, . . . , & rncndalr+~~rdaI~~ rlnrl rx-1 trrill TImmnte thm rrreatpct imtpmpr xbsykb,rl vbly, alla L*CJ vv111 UVBI”L~ L11U Ijlw.bC~OI. UIIU&bI 
less than or equal to X. For graphs G and H, we write G c H to indicate that G is 
isomorphic to a subgraph of H. Notation not specifically mentioned will follow 
that in Bondy and Murty [4]. 
A graph G is said to have a fuctorization into the: factors F1 and F2 (written 
__-. -I _‘ G = ~l@w2j if (i) v(F,j = v(F,j = v(G), (ii) E(F,) u E&j = E(G) and (iiij 
E(F,) rs E(F,) = $3. The factorization G = Fl@ F, is called a good factorization 
with respect to (G,, G2) provided G1 $ Fl and G,$ F’,. In addition, we write 
G + (G,, G2) to mean if G = Fl @ F2 is an arbitrary factorization of 6, then 
G1cF1 or Gs2c 
Let K(i; p) denote the complete -partite graph jwhose parts each contain i 
vertices. Benedict [l] defines the ith msey number r,, (G, Ii) for graphs G a 
e least positive i 
is the generalized 
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In particular, it is clear that ri(Kmy K,J = ,r(K,,, K,,), but we shall show that the 
~,ituation is deferent for riffi;m, P,) and Y~(~*~, C) ]I wherever n is very large. 
example, the ith Ramse), number always satisks 
[(F+(G, E?)- 1)/i]+ 16 ri(G, @IS: r(G, 
and therefore ri (Km, K,) equals the upper bound. 0n the other hand, ri(Km, 
be due to 
ehe in paths 
we need G graph. ff G, and 
G2 are of G, G2 G1 and G2 
n V(G,t and edge set E(G,) $I If is any 
of V(G), the set of all vertices adjacent in G to vertices in V’ will be 
denoted by _&( V’). In particular, if V’ =(a}, we write ~~~~~ for ~~({~~). We 
also write d,(v) ‘=: 1N&)j. In addition, the subgraph of G mduced by V’ will be 
denoted by G[V’]; i.e., G[V’] is the subgraph of G whose vertex set is V’ and 
whose edge set is the set of those edges of G that have both endpoints in V’. The 
subgraph G[V(G)- V’] will be denoted by G - V’ and we will write G - ZI for 
G - (2~). 
We shall make extensive use of TurBn’s theorem throughout this paper, so we 
begin by stating a version of this famous theorem. We also include a useful 
corollary. 
Then 
(TurLn [ 1011~ Llet G be a graph ozx m vertices which contains no K,. 
uibere m=t (modn-1) and O~t<n--I. 
If G is a graph with minimum degree 6(G) a (G( - i for some positive 
integer i, then G &ont~~in!~~ a co ~Zete graph on ~lGfl/i] ve~i~es. 
Next we generalize a result due to urr [5]. The proof makes use of the well 
known fact that 
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Let x(G) = x and t(G) = t. Without lo f genera!lity, we may assume that 
RJ= We prove that F-, (G, by Induction 05 x. 
If x = I, the result is trivial. Ss assume sf 22 and assume tkt the result has 
been proved for x - 1. Let F be a graph with IFIa(x- I)((Hl- 1)-t t and 8(F’)a 
IFI - i, Assume F = Fr @ F2 is a good factorization of F with respect to (G, H). Let 
N” be the graph obtained from H’ by subdividing edge ab with fGf% vertices. 
Since 
~Gl*l~‘l+~Gl~~-2 
1 
IGI-1 / 
and F contains a complete graph on [\Flfi] vertices by Corollary 2, it foltows that 
F-+ (G, H”)* Thus F7 contains H”. 
Since F2 contains H” but does not contain RI, select at graph H”’ in P;; which is 
obtained from H’ by subdividing edge at, as many times as possible sub.ject o the 
restrictions that lH”j 6 f~“~l< IHf. It follows that 
Let F’ = F- V(W’). Then, by the induction hypothesis, F’-+ 
WC4 f%, * l * 5 R.& hi). Thus the intersection of F’ aud F1 must contain a 
MY Q, * l l 5 $-I)* 
Let P be the long path in ff’” with endpoints a and 6, and let v be a vertex of 
F’ which is adjacent in FL: to the largest number of vertices of P. Let s be the 
number of vertices of ~~h~~h are adjacent in F, to ‘u. ff (s+ i - I)([Gl-- 4)~ 
IPj - y~x, then there exist n, vertices of P which are adjacent in F; to each set of 
ICI - n, vertices cf F’. BUF this gives a K( E, n2, . . . , p&x‘) in F1, a contradiction. So 
(s~-~-~)(IGI-~)>IPI--~, and therefore 
s - 1> (iP\ - a.)#(tGf - n,) - i. 
Let P’ be the set (of all vertices of P which are immediate predecessors of 
vertices that are ad.~a~e~t in 
(IGI - Qi)/((G I - ~1,) 23 iC( i. 
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Let i be a positive 
kt 
inte 
ab E E(W). and let 
ab such that IHI 21 
’ be fixed graphs with 
’ by subdividing 
IG1+IH’I+(G12i-2 
IG(-1 > 
s [((x(G) - l)(lHi -- 1) + t(G))/i]. 
Then n@, H) = [((x(G) - I)(jH) - 1) + t(G) - 1)/i] + 1. 
. per X(G) = x and t(G) = t. Since r(G, H) =(x- l)(lHl- l)+ t (Burr [Sn, 
ri(G, H)a[(r(G, H)- 1)/i]+ 1 :=[,\X-l)(jHI- l)+ t-1)/i]+ 1 =p. 
Since ~K(i;p)(~(((~--l)((H~-l)+t-l-(i-l))/i+l)i=(~-l)(~Pdl~-l)+t and 
S(K(r ; p,)) = lK( i; p)l- I, it follows that K( i; p) --j (G, H) by Theorem 3. Thus 
r,(G,H)=p==[((x-l)((H(-l)+t-l)/i]+l. 
Sir-m x(G) and t(G) are easy to determine when G is a com;llete graph, star, 
path or cycle, Theorem 4 seems especially appropriate for these familiar graphs. 
First, however, we seek a lower bound for IHI. The inequality 
IHj:~((lGl+IH“I+IG12i-2)‘C’t-‘+l,i+l 
is one such bound, since this value of IHI implies that 
~G~t~H”~tIc~2i~2 
IGl- 1 
~((G(+IH'(+IG)*i_2)IG(-l 
S (IHI - l)/i - I 
s ((x(G) -. l)(IH( -- 1) + t(G) - i -:- 1)/i 
G [((x(G) - 1MIHl - 1) f GWil. 
This bound and Theorem 4 give the following results. 
. If n 2 ((m + m2i)‘mW1 + l)i + i,- then r;(K,,,, P,) = [(m - l)(*a - 1)/i]+ 1. 
. ff n 2 ((m t m*i + l)m-l + 1)i + 1, theft 
NC,, Gn) = [(nz - l)(n - 1)/i]+ 1. 
. .rf n~((m-t(m+l)2i+l)m+Ijt+1, SC2432 
r,(K(B, m), Pn> = [(n- 1)/i]+ 1. 
* If n ~((m+(mt1)2i+2)m+l)it1, then 
4(K( 1, m), C,) = [(n - 1)/i]+ 1. 
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rit t C&=[(n+[$m]-2)/i]+ 1. 
. If n 3 ((m i- m’i)“-’ + 1)i + 1, then 
dc,, El) = 
[(v2+$?2- ) )/i]+ 1 if m is even, 
f(2n -2)/i]+ 1 if m is oar* 
1 Ifn~((m+m2i+l)‘~-1+l)i+l, tl2e~2 
ri (Cm C,) = 1 [(n -t $2 -2)/i]+ 1 if vn is even, [(2n - 2)/i] + 1 if Iy1 is odd. 
The lower bounds on y1 in the preceding corollaries are by no means s‘harp. In 
fact, we will use the techniques of Bondy and Ed&; [3] to provide lower bounds 
in Corollaries 5 and 6 which are quadratic in m r:3ther than exponential. As is 
customary, a path on the PZ vertices (x,, . . . , q,} will be denoted (x,, . . . , xn), 
while a cycle with the same vertices will be denoted (x,, . . . , q,, x1). In addition, if 
G1 and G2 are subgraphs of G and II E V(G), we denote IV(G,) n N,,<v)l by 
&,,-&I). Now we present several preliminary results be:Fore stablishing the main 
theorems. 
(Ore t9]). If G is a g~~~~~ 0~ n ve~ices any the sum of the degrees of 
every pain 0.5 vertices of G is at least n - 1, then G ~ont~zins a Pn. 
G = FJBF~ 
Let G be a gruph with S(G)>lGl-- f i olr some positive integer i ad let 
be a good factorization of G with respect o (K,, a,+,). If F2 contains a 
path P on n vertices, then d,,(v) S im -- 1 for each v p! V(P). 
* Let P=(q,..., G) be a Pm in F,. Assume there exists a vertex v& V(P) 
such that ~~,~~(v~ > im - 1. Let P’ be the set of all vertices of P which are 
immediate predecessors of thz vertices that are adjacent in P;, to v. Since there is 
no Pn+I in F,, vxl 4 E(&) and therefore lP’\ 3 im. In addition, no two vertices of 
P’ can be adjacent in F;, otherwise we have a Pm+* in F,. Thu:s F,[V(P’)] contains 
a K,,, by Corollary 2, a contradiction. Hence d,,,(v) s im - 1 for each v$ V(P). 
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Let n 2 im2- 2~ -!v .i, and let G be a graph with N=IGlWn-l)(n-I)+1 and 
S( G ) 3 ICI- i. Assume G = Fr @ F2 is a good factorization of G with respect to 
(K,, P,,). Thus, by Turan’s theorem, 
where N=fmod(m--1) and O:st<m-1. Since t-m+l<O and ta0, it foiio% 
that 
lEW,)I s 
(m-2)zv2+t(t-m+l) (m--2)N2 
2(m -- 1) 
-<-- 
‘E(m - 1) 
and therefore 
N(N--im+i) N[(m--l)(n-i-1)+1] lE(F2)I-~.N(N2-I)_IE(F*)l~~~~~ 
%k - 1) 
>$N(n-i-1) +((N- l)(n - i - 1) + 1). 
Thus, by Lemma 15, F2 contains a path on at least n - i yertices. Let P be a 
path in F2 on r vertiices, where r is as large as possible. Hence n - i < r ( n. Let 
S =I V(G)- V(P). Since ssn-1, it follows that S]WV-(n-l)> 
(m-:2j(n- I)+ 1 and 6(G[S~)~4(6)--r~(G[S](--i. Thus, by the induction 
hypoi hesis, G[S] + (Km_1, E”,). ence F,[S] must contain a K,+ IA 
x1, - * * , x,,,+ denote :the vertices of a &_, in FJS]. Since F1 does not contain a 
AI,,,, no vertex of P can be adjacent in F1 to each of x1, . . . n x,,, +. it follows that 
(at least) r - (i - l)( m - 1) vertices of P must be adjacent in FT. to at least one of 
the vc:rtices x1,. . . , x,+ But 
r-(i- l)(m -- l)Z(n -ib-(i- l)(m -1) 
2 (im’ -2m+3-i)-(i-l)(m-1) 
= (in2 - H)(m - l)+ 1, 
and therefore some xi must be adjacent in FZ to at least im verks of P contrary 
to Lemma 14. This corrtradiction implies G --, (K,, P,,). 
* If n 2 im.‘- 2.W + 3, then Yi(K,. ) I-I- ‘cm - I)(n - l‘l/i]+ 1. 
a Since r(K,,,, P,,) = (m - l)(n - 1) + 1 (ChvBtal [6]), 
Since IW; PA 2 Mm - l)(n-l)-(i- l))/i+l)i=(rn-l)(n-l)+l 
(i; p)l-- 18, it follows that 
and 
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Clearly, Theorem 13 establishes a sharper lower bound than the one given in 
Corollary 5. Xn addition, the following results wilf establish a better lower bound 
than the one given in Corollary 6. 
G = F1 @ Fi 
Let G be a graph with 6(G)> ICI -- ’ f 1 or sume ~os~g~~~ integer i and let 
he a factorization of G such that F2 contcains a C,,. If F, contains no 
Km, then there is a cycle in F2 of length c for some c such that n - 2im + 3 s c < n 
provided n 2 2~~. 
Let c = (Xl,. . . ) x,, x,) be a C, in F2. Since there is no K,,, in 17,) some 
pair the im vertices xl, x3, . . . , x2im_1 must be adjacent in Fz by Corollary 2, 
say 3 and xk with i C k. ‘Ths F, contains the cycle (x,, _ . . , xj, xk, ++I, . . . , 
x,,, xl). It follows that F, contains a cycle of length c for some c such that 
n--2im,+3<c<n. 
Let G be a graph with S(G) 2 IGl- * f E 0~ some positive integer i and 
let G = F&B Fz be a factorization of G such tha. F2 contains a cycle C of length at 
least n .- i. If’ Fl contains no K,,,, then there is a cycle in F, of length c for some c 
sect g~~*~g yz - 2im + 3 < c G n provided n 3 2im. 
oaf, if n - i 4 ICI s n, then C is a cycle ir F, of length ICI such that n - 2im + 3 
<n-i s ICI G n. Otherwise, C is a cycle in F2 of length ;Cl> n. Then repeated 
application of Lemma 29 implies the existence of a cycle in F, of length c’ such 
that n - 2im + 3 < c’ G n. We conclude that there is a cycle in Fz of length c for 
some c such that n-%n+3%z~n. 
P. Let G be a graph with 6(G)a1G\-- f i or some positive integer i and let 
G = F1 @F, be a good factorization of G with respect to (K,,, rd’,, *). .?f Fz contains a 
cycle C of Z~~gth n, then d&v j G im - 1 for each vertex v $ V(C). 
.q,, x1) be a C,, in Assume there exists a \ ertex 
such that dcF2(v j > im - I. Let C’ b e set of ah immediate predeces- 
ertices qf C’ can be 
n F,[C’] contains a 
by Corollary 2, a contradiction. - 1 for et;ch vertex 
me proceed by i~d~:tion on wt. f YFI. =2, the resent follo~~s easily by 
mma 18, since treat Ile 
Now assume w1> 2 and a roved for in - I. 
n 5 max{2~~, +2im-i-w- graph with N=lGI>, 
lL)(n - 1) + I is in good fa~~Qr~ation 
of G wi?h respect o ( us, by ~~r~n’s theorem, 
where =r(modm- I) and 9~<rn--‘I.. Since t-m+1~0 and ta0, it follows 
was in the proof of ~~orem 16) that 
2nd therefore 
IE(F,)j a $((I+- l)(n - i - 1) -t 1). 
Thus, by “Lemma 25, F$ contains a cycle of length at least ~2 - i. Since there is no 
a,“, in F2, there is a cycle in F2 of length c for some c such that n - 2~~ + 3 G c c n 
by Corollary 20. 
Let C be a. cycle in Fz of lerlgih C, where c is as large as possible subject to the 
bounds n-2im+3~cCk Let = V(G)- V(C). Since c f yt - I, we have ISI* 
(we - 2)(n - I) + 1 and S(G[S>) 2 lG[S]/ - 3. Thus, by thr, ~I~du~tion h~thesis, 
asf-+ vL--1, ence Fl*lS] must contain a fcn~_.+ Let x1,. . . ? x,,,_, denote 
the vertices of a K,,, in F’JS]. Since F’* does not contain a K,,,, no vertex of C 
can be adjacent in F1 to each of xl, .‘., x,_+ It follows that (at least) c -(i - 1) 
X(m-I) vertices of C must be adjacent in F, to at least one of the vertices 
X,, . . * ) Xm__l* But 
= im(m - 1) 
erefcP 
a 21. 
im vertkes of Contras to 
3 ci)* 
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